
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

"Inner Worlds, Outer Realities": An Artistic Exploration by Gabriel da Silva and Ricky Vior at 

MIFA 

"Lifting the Veil: Discover 'Inner Worlds, Outer Realities' with Gabriel da Silva and Ricky Vior 

at MIFA" 

Miami, FL – From May 4th to 29th, 2024, Miami International Fine Arts (MIFA) is proud to present 

"Inner Worlds, Outer Realities", an exhibition that delves into the complexities of the human being 

through the introspective works of Gabriel da Silva and Ricky Vior. Curated by Melani Liriano and Eli 

Medrano, the exhibition addresses how the fragmented parts of ourselves manifest both internally 

and externally in our daily lives. 

Gabriel da Silva offers us an evocative journey through the emotions and narratives that reside in the 

mental figures we construct. From the tender vulnerability of internal struggles to the fierce battles 

against personal demons, Silva's works playfully capture the essence of the human experience, each 

piece like a hurricane of emotions and imagination. 

Complementing Silva, Ricky Vior explores the dissociated feelings we face in the external world. 

Through bold strokes and vivid imagery, Vior challenges viewers to confront the emotions that often 

lurk beneath the surface of everyday interactions. His works act as mirrors reflecting the fragmented 

and often one-sided nature of our perceptions and the layers of disconnection that exist between 

ourselves and our surroundings. 

Inspired by parenthood, both artists incorporate vibrant colors and characters that remind us of the 

lives we shared in childhood, guiding us in our passage to adulthood. This exploration invites us to 

rediscover the wonder and innocence of youth, and to contemplate the continuous construction and 

deconstruction as we engage with society. 

Event Details: 

• Exhibition Dates: May 4th - 29th, 2024 

• Opening Reception: Saturday, May 4th, from 4 to 8 PM 

• Location: 5900 Northwest 74th Avenue, Miami, Florida 33166, United States 

• Admission: Free 



About Miami International Fine Arts (MIFA): Miami International Fine Arts is a hub of artistic 

innovation and celebration in Miami, dedicated to inclusivity and collaboration, and strengthening 

community ties through art. 

Media Contact: Name: Carlos Martinez Leon Email: martinezleon@mifamiami.com 

For more information about the exhibition and other events, visit www.mifamiami.com. 

IMAGES FOR THE EDITOR  

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/wdledw7g33ht76nqoq3d0/ANGWqmzHXeSe-

T47RIFUeBM?rlkey=i7mhq08yy1nf94wkjo49nw9kp&st=mvyperp0&dl=0  
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